
LESSON 20                                          Date: ____________________

Step 1: Natural letter names of the white keys.

Step 2: Names of black keys and additional white keys making use of 
accidentals.

 Accidentals
 Flat (♭) - lowers a note (by 1 semi-tone)
 Sharp (♯) - raises a note (by 1 semi-tone)

 Natural (♮) - cancels a previous accidental

Step 3: The two basic intervals in music and on the keyboard.

 Semi-tone - the distance from one key to the very next key (either up or 
 down) with no key in between eg. ____ → ____

 Tone - two semi-tones or the distance from one key to another (either up 
 or down) with only one key in between eg. ____ → ____

Step 4: Additional musical intervals

 Enharmonic Notes - notes that sound the same but are spelled 
 differently (i.e. one key with two different letter names) eg. __ → __/__

 Octave - notes that are a distance of 8 apart that have the same letter 
 name eg. ____ → ____
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PRACTICE

In general,
• semi-tones are spelled using the same letter or two different letters that 

are are alphabetically adjacent
• tones are only spelled using two different letters that are alphabetically 

adjacent

List number→number; and the corresponding letter→letter for each of 
the following.

1. semi-tones

a) black key to white key: ___→___; ___→___

b) white key to black key: ___→___; ___→___

c) white key to white key: ___→___; ___→___

d) Is it possible to have a semi-tone between two black keys? _____

2. tones

a) black key to white key: ___→___; ___→___

b) white key to black key: ___→___; ___→___

c) white key to white key: ___→___; ___→___

d) black key to black key: ___→___; ___→___

3. enharmonic notes

a) black key: ___; ___→___

b) white key: ___; ___→___

4. octaves

a) black keys: ___→___; ___→___

b) white keys: ___→___; ___→___
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